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Value Education

Time Management

30 August 2017

40 min

GLH

VIII A-E

Student's workshop

OBJECTIVES:

. To recognise the myths and reality of time management

. To understand the principles of developing sustainable behaviours

. To define their values, goals, targets and priorities

. To develop a workable balance between being reactive and proactive

. To plan workloads and take a positive approach to decisions

. To develop an effective time management system

DESCRIPTION:

Rukmini Devi Public school is aware of its obligations towards the society and has always taken
initiative in reaching out to the students and the community via various Educational Programmes of
public interest. Keeping the same perspective in mind, Students of Class VIII-D presented Value
Education Workshop on the theme "Time Management" which started with a brief speech on
Importance of Time Management in one's life. Time management is simply the way one
regulates or schedules one's time. It is an important skill to nraster because it can help the student
manage the various responsibilities In life: school, work, family, and many other activities. If this
skill is correctly learned and applied, it can actually save the student time, Students recited
beautiful poems telling the importance of time in Students life.Students presented a skit based on
Time Management usitrg various props and costumes. The skit highlighted that Time is one of our
most important resources. Effective time management is a skill most people need to make the
most out of their personal and professional lives.
It was then followed by an interesting game wherein various situation based activities were posed
related to time management. Audience participated enthusiastically and felt very comfortable while
answering to their peer questions. At the same time, students were motivated to develop a time
schedule and allot time to various activities in proportion to their importance. To conclude the
session, a motivational video was also shown to the students, Overall the workshop was very
well conducted and motivated everyone to realize the importance of time management.
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